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[See rule 61 (2)] 

 

1
[Licence to sell, stock or exhibit or offer for sale, or distribute] by retail drugs specified in 
2
[Schedule C (1)] 

3
[excluding those specified in Schedule X] 

4
[***] for dealers who do not 

engage the services of a registered pharmacist 

1. ……………………is hereby 1[licensed to sell, stock or exhibit or offer for sale, or 

distribute] by retail on the premises situated at 4[***] the following drugs being drugs specified 

in 2[Schedule C (1)] 3[excluding those specified in Schedule X] to the Drugs and Cosmetics 
Rules, 1945, subject to the conditions specified below and to the provisions of the Drugs and 

Cosmetics Act, 1940 and the Rules thereunder. 

2. The licence will be in force from………………………………….. . 

3. Particulars of 2[Schedule C (1)] 3[excluding those specified in Schedule X] drugs to be 

sold. 
 

5 [***]  

Name of dealer(s)………………. Licence No……….. 
Date............................. Licensing Authority 

 

 
Conditions of Licence. 

1. This licence shall be displayed in a prominent and conspicuous place in a part of the 

premises open to the public 6[***] 

 
7[***] 

 

3. The licensee shall deal only in such drugs as can be sold without the supervision of 

a "qualified person" as defined in the Explanation to sub-rule (15) of rule 65 of the Drugs 

and Cosmetics Rules, 1945. 

4. No drug shall be sold unless such drug is purchased under cash or credit memo from 
duly licensed manufacturer. 

5. The licensee shall inform the Licensing Authority in writing in the event   of any 

change in the constitution of the firm operating under the licence. Where any change in 

the constitution of the firm takes place, the current licence shall be deemed to be valid 
for a maximum period of three months from the date on which the change takes place 

unless, in the meantime, a fresh licence has been taken from the Licensing Authority in 

the name of the firm with the changed constitution. 

 

_________________________________________________________________________    
1 Subs. by G.S.R.788(E), dt. 10.10.1985. 

2 Ins. By S.O. 1458, dt:27.4.1965. 
3. Ins. by G.S.R. 462(E), dt. 22.6.1982. 
4. Amended. by G.S.R 487(E), dt. 2.7.1984. 
5. Item 4 omitted G.S.R. 504(E), dt. 18.7.2002 
6. Certain words omitted by G.S.R. 231 (E), dt. 4.6.1996 
7. Condition No. 2 omitted by G.S.R. 17 (E), dt:7.1.1986. 
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